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or had just undergone a profound intellectual change. In
Europe in the eighteenth century, intellectual life was domi-
nated by the spirit of rationalism and individualism generat-
ed by the French Masters which questioned traditional be-
liefs and constituted authorities. The French Revolution
of 1789 had shattered old ideas, and provided the back-
ground for the nineteenth century "liberalism" of England.
It was this new Age of Reason which burst on India alter
centuries of comparative intellectual inactivity when tradi-
tional beliefs flourished and formed the basis of religious,
social and political life. It was natural, therefore, that the
first effect of the impact, on those on whom it fell, was
moic uidical than if the change had been gradually brought
about from within, as it was in Europe.
There are stories of the excesses committed by the first
generation of the students of Hindu College, who in the
first flush of the impact were unable to assimilate the cul-
ture of the West and weave it into the pattern of Indian
life, and who delighted in superficial imitation of Western
life to prove their superiority to their "unenlightened" com-
patriots.. They dressed in European attirc4 spoke and
wrote in English, ate forbidden meat and threw remnants
thereof into the houses of orthodox Indians to clemonslratc
their freedom from traditional beliefs. Large section of
orthodox Indians not only complained o£, but were in fact
alarmed at, these developments. One such complaint,
which has been referred to by Dr. R. C, Majumdar in his
essay oa the "Impact of Western Culture", shows the ab-
surdity to which such conduct often led, and bears repeti-
tion. "More serious is the charge made by another", he
states, "that when he took his son, also a student of the
Hindu College, to the temple of the goddess Kali at Kali-
ghat, the boy, instead of prostrating himself before ihe

